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In this paper we shall give an algebraic characterization of differen-

tial-difference operators, i.e. a characterization of those continuous

linear operators from 3D(i?n) into L2(Rn) which can be constructed

by combining partial differential operators, multiplications by locally

L2 functions, and translation operators. The domain and range of the-

operator are relatively unimportant, since we are mainly interested

in the form of the operator. But, for convenience, in this paper the

symbols D or A will always denote continuous linear operators from

S>(Rn) into L2(Rn).

For each b in Rn, define the operator T(b, D) to be e~a>xDeibx,

where eibx and e~ax denote the operators of multiplication by the ex-

ponential functions e*1 and e~ibx respectively. Define T(D) to be the

complex linear space of operators spanned by { T(b, D) | b in R"}. In

this paper we shall prove the following theorem:

Let D be a continuous linear operator from S}(Rn) into L2(Rn). Then

D is a differential-difference operator if and only if T(D) is finite di-

mensional.

The proof of part of this theorem is immediate. (For notation, see

Hormander [l], particularly pages 9-10.) For suppose

D = ZZ +jrXiD>>
i-i

is a differential-difference operator with locally L2 coefficients rpj.

Then

,_                                 ^   (ib)"-^IP
T(b, D) = Y ti exp (ibxATxjvA Y ~-   „.,,,,

/ /Ssry    (Vj-B)W

which is a linear combination of operators in the finite set

{yp,TxiD»\j= 1, 2, • ■ ■ ,m,B^v,}.

Thus T(D) is finite dimensional.

Now suppose that T(D) is finite dimensional. In order to show that

D is a differential-difference operator, we shall first prove some

preliminary lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Suppose Tib, D) =D+ zZ?-i cj(W; where ypj denotes the

operator of multiplication by the locally L2 function 4'j and the functions

ypj are linearly independent. Then c, (j= 1, 2, ■ • • , m) is a complex

valued linear function on R".

Proof. We shall show C; is additive and continuous at the origin.

This implies that Cj is linear.

T(6i + bi, D) = exp ( — ibix) exp (—ibix)D exp (i62x) exp i%b\x)

= exp i—ibix)iD +  E Cjib/)yp/)exp iibix)

= D +   E fe(6i) + cjibi))^.
j

Also Tibi+bi, D)=D+zZcj(°i-r-bi)ypj. Thus Cj is additive.
Since the functions ypj are linearly independent, we can choose func-

tions gi, • • • , gm in 2D so that fypjgk = 0jk. Thus for a suitably large

sphere S, c3ib)=fsTib, D)gj~JsDgj. Then lim^o eibxgj converges in

35 to gj, so lim^o Deibxgi converges in L2 to Dgj. Since e"*1—>1 uni-

formly on S as b—»0, JsTQ), D)gi converges to JsDgj as b—->0. Thus

lim6^0cy(6) = 0.

Lemma 2. Suppose that for each b in Rn and each f in 2D we have

Tib, D)f=Df. Then there is a locally L2 function yp so that Df=ypf.

Proof. Let/ and g be functions in 2D such that g is identically one

on the support of /. Define the function yp on the set where g = 1 by

yp = Dg. We want to show Df=ypf. Let Pk be a sequence of trigono-

metric polynomials such that gPk converges to / in 2D. Since D com-

mutes with multiplication by trigonometric polynomials, gDPkg

= gPkDg-^gfyp in L2. Since we can define yp in this way on arbitrarily

large spheres, we can define yp on all of R".

Lemma 3. Suppose that the complex linear space spanned by { Tib, A)

—A\b in Rn} is a finite dimensional space V of differential operators

with locally L2 coefficients. Then A is also a differential operator with

locally L2 coefficients.

Proof. First choose a basis of differential operators for the space V

Look at the finite set of coefficient functions that appear in these oper-

ators and choose a maximal linearly independent subset {$}}■ Then

any operator in V can be written uniquely as zZ<*.i ̂ JpjD" for some

constants c/a. In general, there are functions c£ defined on R" so that

Tib, A) -A = zZ&ib)*PiDa. We compute
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T(b + b', A) = T(b, T(b, A))

= T(b, A + Z i(b')W)

^   i t-^   i v-^        (ib)a-*Di
= A + Y c'M+iD* +  Z ca(b')h Z «' , ,,   ,

= A + £ cy(b)^Dy A-  zZ cL(b')h £ a!   W°"^   .
Y.J «./ TSa (tt — 7)!7!

The coefficient of i/v-D" is equal to

Y lm    "'    (»)«-»+ 4w
«iT (a —7)!7!

=   Z ca(b') "l (ib)°~y Ar ci(b') A- 4(b) ■
«s> (a —7)17!

This expression has to be symmetric in b and b', giving for each j

and 7 the set of equations

Z ca(b')       a\     (ib)-y = Y 1(b)        a\      (tt')-T •
a>y (a — 7) 17! a>y (a — 7) !7'.

Now change notation on the right side of this equation by letting

B=a—y. We get

a' •■ (8 A- y)'
(D    Z Ub')-— (iby-r = Y <*+,(*)   ol     (ib'y.

a>y (a —7)17! /?>o Bh[-

The sum on the right is a finite sum, say over B=Bu (85, • ' ' . Bm-

Choose bi, ■ ■ ■ , bm so that the matrix [b]k] = [(ibky>] is invertible.

This is equivalent to saying that there exist numbers B$,k with the

property

m

Y  (ibk)aB0,k = 1    if    a = B,

= 0    if    a 9* B-

By letting b' = bi, ■ ■ ■ , bm successively in equation (1) above we get

for each 7 and / a set of m equations which we can solve for

(08+7)!/j8.'7!)4+T(6), finding it equal to

Z* BB,kY°>y cL(bk) ,     a\,   , (ib)«-v.
(ct—y)ly\
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Thus, if 0>O,

i ,-, @l        _-, j a!
c»+yib) =  E   ,„ ,    ,, E Bs,kcaibk)- iiby-y

, . «>7   i8 + y)l   k (a - 7)!

I" y a!/S!     1   ia + B)\iibY-<

~hlr  ^a(k) VTeJdie + yy.ia-v)!'

Define kiia, 8) to be the quantity within the brackets. Note that

kiia, 8) is defined only if a>0 and 8>0. ll we take the special case

y = 0 we get, for 8 > 0

(3) 4w = E &(«,«] (a"|"f! w

which says that Cp is a polynomial and that &j(a, /3) is the coefficient

of the monomial Ha+B) \/a\8\)iib)a in the function cj,-

We want to show that k^a, 8) depends only on j and a+8. We

shall show this first in the special case where there are multi-indices

ao, B0, and 7 such that 8 = 8o+y and a = a0 — 7. Using equation (2)

twice

4(») = E [*,(«, is)] (at,f! (#>"

i ^    r T (a0 + 80) !

= c,0+7(i) =  E [*y(«o, /Jo)]   .o    ,     ,,.- iib)"°-
«0>y (/So + 7) !(ao - 7) !

= E [*,(«., h)] {a+J    Ob)".

So kjia, 8) =kiia0, 8/) since they both can be described as the coeffi-

cient of iia+8)l/alBl)iib)a in 4.

From this we can conclude that kjion, 8/) =^(a2, 8/) whenever we

can find a third pair of nonzero multi-indices («3, 8/) so that ai+ft

=ai+8i=<xz+Bz, and we can compare 83 to both 81 and /32 in the

way we have just done. By simple arguments we can show that if the

multi-index v has |j>| ^3 and ai+/3i=a2+ft = f and if none of the

multi-indices a\, a2, ft, 82 is equal to zero, then kjiati, 8/) =fey(a2, 8/).

Thus, for l^l ^3, we can define kjiv) as kjia, 8) for any a and 8

vvith a+B -v.

Let A'= Ei^EiHis hiv)D\ Then

Tib, A') -A'=zZhzZ Uv) E ,     "'      , W"^
i Mas <?<>■   (» - P)!p!
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By comparing this with equation (3) we can see that there are num-

bers k'j (a, B) so that

T(b, A - A') - (A - A')

=   Z +i \    Z    */ («, 0)   (a + ®1 (ib)»D? A- d(b)],      a > 0.
/ L |a+fl|s2 a!/3! J

The right side of this equation contains only partial differential oper-

ators of order one and multiplications by functions, so we can define

functions d{ (k = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n), such that

T(b, A - A') - (A - A') = Z ti\di(b) A-  Z di(b) —1 •
i        L k-i dXk J

Using the same trick as before:

T(b Arb',A- A') = T(b, A - A' + Z  +i(j>W) + Z d[(b')  —)
j \ k dXk/

= A-A'Ar  Z   ̂ T^o(6) + <*5(J')

+ Z di(b')   — +   Z di(b) —+ Z (ibk)(iK)\\
dxk k dXk       k J

where bk is the Mh coordinate of b. This has to be symmetric in b and

b', so we get

Z £(b)bk'  = Z ^(b')bk.
k k

Let yk be the point in Rn that has &th coordinate 1 and all the other

coordinates equal to zero. Pick V to be yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn in succession. We

get d{(b) = Z"=i dp(yk)bp and thus, by letting b = yq, d{(yq)=d3a(yk).

Let A" = (l/2)Zy^ZZ,,* d{(yq)(d/dx,)(d/dxk). Then

T(b, A") = A" + Y  1rv|~| Z di(yg)bt^-
i        L    k oxk

rj —1

+ * Z <**Cv«)6* — + i Z Z di(yj***.

= a" + Z h \ Z 4(6) — + § Z Z fe) w.l •
j L    * oHfc k        q J

Thus
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Tib, A - A' - A") - (A - A' - A")

=   E  */U(ft) -?zZlZ diiyq)bkb?\
it- *     a J

= E *Mb)l
j

By Lemma 1, Cj is a linear function on Rn, i.e., for each j there are

points P> and Qj in #*• such that c,-(x) = (P>, x)+z'(<2', *)• Define A'"

to be -izZiM(P{+iQJi)(d/dxi)+ ■ ■ ■ +iP*n+iQ*)id/dxn)]. Then
Tib, A'")=A'"+zZitihib)]. This implies  T(6, A-A'-A"-A'")
- (A-A' -A" -A'") = 0. By Lemma 2, A -A' -A" -A'" is multiplica-

tion by a locally L2 function. Since A', A", and A'" are all differential

operators with locally L2 coefficients, so is A.

Proof of Theorem. Since TiD) is finite dimensional and since

{ Tib, ■) | b in R"} is a commuting family of mappings from TiD) into

itself, we can write TiD) as a direct sum F1© • • • © Vh where each

subspace V' is invariant and indecomposable under this family of

mappings. Also a basis for TiD) can be found so that on V' the map-

pings Tib, ■) have matrices which are lower triangular with all di-

agonal elements equal, i.e., of the form

'piib).

(see  Jacobson   [2,   p.   134]).   It  is  easily  checked   that  pjia + b)

— piia)Pii°), and an argument similar to that in Lemma 1 will show

that pi is continuous. Thus pj is an exponential function. We would

like to show that pi is bounded. Suppose the contrary: then there is a

b in Rn so that | pjib) | =a> 1. Let/ be in D. Define, for m an integer,

fm = expiimbx)f/Bm, where 1 <8<a. Then fm converges to zero in S>.

Let />i be an element of V> such that TiD{) is one dimensional. Then

Timb, D{)f= ipiib))mD{f and we have

otm I a  m

||/>1/J|2=   -e™b*Dlf    =—   \\D\f\\i.
8m 2      1/3

Since D{ is continuous, the left side of this equation must go to zero

as m gets large. But the right side grows without bound, so we have a

contradiction. Thus pj is a bounded exponential; pjix) =exp(io3x) for

some bj in R". If we let W> denote the space of operators of the form

TbjA where A is in V> and n, denotes the operator of translation by
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bj, then W' is invariant and indecomposable under the family of map-

pings {T(b, -)\b in Rn} and there is a basis for W> such that the

matrix of T(b, •) on W> is zero above the diagonal and identically

one on the diagonal. Applying Lemma 3 to the basis elements of Wj

in succession, first to the basis element D{ such that T(D() is one

dimensional, then to the element D2 such that T(D12) is two dimen-

sional, etc., we see that W> consists of differential operators. Thus

V' consists of differential-difference operators, which implies that

every operator in T(D), including D, is a differential-difference oper-

ator.
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